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1. Feasibility Study

2. Set Proper Goals

3. Hire Appropriate 

Staff

4. Be Creative 

5. Be Strategic

6. Take Risks

Assess the Situation



 Who is a prospect at your organization?

 Answer: EVERYONE

 If everyone is a prospect how do we 

identify the RIGHT ones?

 Answer 1: Set your organization’s 

major gift level (ex. minimum 

$25,000 over five year period)

 Answer 2: Get qualifying data about 

your prospects through both 

established data collection 

processes or interactions from 

appropriate staff

What is the RIGHT PROSPECT?

?



• Is someone who values your 

mission/organization

• Has an established relationship with your 

organization at some level

• Has contributed in someway to your 

organization such as membership, 

through a donation, or volunteer 

opportunity

• Has the ability to contribute to your 

organization in a meaningful way.

• Make sure you are using the latest data 

to make your decision

What is the RIGHT PROSPECT?

?



It is important to remember that as 

the Development staff at our 

organization it’s our responsibility 

to move those individuals who are 

on the cusp of being the RIGHT 

PROSPECT. 

Taking a cold prospect to hot 

prospect can mean the difference 

between not meeting your 

campaign goal or surpassing it.

What is the RIGHT PROSPECT?

COLD 

TO 

HOT PROSPECT



“Beware of the HiPPO in the room. When a 

HiPPO (highest paid person’s opinion) is in 

play, your organization is most likely not 

relying on data to inform decision-making. 

In fact, I believe the HiPPO effect is one of 

the biggest barriers to more evidence-

based and data-driven decision-making. 

With the quantity and quality of data 

available today, it is just poor business for 

organizations to ignore data in favor of 

making decisions solely based on what the 

HiPPO wants done.” 

Bernard Marr

Forbes Magazine Online

Oct 26, 2017

What is the RIGHT DATA?



• Data Driven Nonprofits is a non-fiction 

book by Steve MacLaughlin. The book 

was published on August 3, 2016 by 

Saltire Press. 

• In the text, MacLaughlin argues that 

data should be a valuable asset that 

enriches nonprofits and helps them 

grow

• Highly recommend that all development 

staff at your organization, leadership 

staff, and even key board members read 

this book.

What is the RIGHT DATA?



• Collect ALL the data

• Make sure you have access to all the 

information so you can an informed 

decision

• Use data to establish propensity 

(inclination) to Give

• Use data screenings to gauge gift 

potential, resource availability, and 

regional prospective

• Return on investment (ROI) should 

always be measured. However, 

screenings do not replace good 

development work

What is the RIGHT DATA?
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$10,000

What is the RIGHT DATA?
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• The RIGHT GIFT is the donation that 

connects your prospect’s passion for 

your organization at the level that fits 

their current giving situation.

• The right gift takes good data, good 

cultivation, and the appropriate 

solicitation strategy

• A good prospect management system 

is required to ensure the RIGHT GIFT.

• Good reporting and senior level 

leadership is required.

What is the RIGHT GIFT?



Essential to the Autry Museum fundraising goals is an effective 

prospect management and tracking process – Prospect Management 

and Tracking or 'PMAT", which serves as the primary development 

fundraising tool. Based on the concept of "Moves Management", PMAT 

assures that a strategically planned, tracked, and coordinated process 

is observed for all Autry donors and prospects.

Coordinated management of prospects is necessary to achieve Autry 

Museum goals. Through this orderly process of prospect identification, 

qualification, cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship, gift activity is 

both encouraged and increased, helping to maximize total contributions 

to the Autry. The Autry's financial future depends, in large part, upon 

the relationships that we build and nurture with individuals, 

corporations, and foundations. The cooperative and collegial team 

effort exemplified by a coordinated and strategic approach to both 

annual gift and major gift prospects will facilitate the development of 

these relationships.

What is the RIGHT GIFT?



What is the RIGHT GIFT?

Team Leader - A Team Leader is the development professional who will be 

accountable to executive management for the movement of a prospect 

through the PMAT stages -- qualification, cultivation, solicitation, and 

stewardship. S/he will build a solicitation strategy plan as well as enlist team 

members for assistance and guidance during the solicitation process. Under 

the general supervision of the Executive Vice President for Development, 

the Team Leader works with Senior Director of Relationship Management to 

plan and implement effective cultivation and solicitation strategies, and 

works to maximize the prospect's gift potential for the Autry. The Team 

Leader chairs team meetings where appropriate, tracks progress, prompts 

action, and maintains key records and information on his/her assigned 

prospects in the database through PMATS. The Team Leader is responsible 

for conveying the essence of the PMAT guidelines and procedures to 

appropriate board member, staff, and volunteers, in order to avoid well-

intentioned but unauthorized solicitation efforts. 



What is the RIGHT GIFT?

PROSPECT PORTFOLIO 

Activity level - Each development professional (and fundraising staff who report to 

them) will be responsible for a minimum of 40 moves per month with individuals and 

organizations (corporations, foundations, etc.). Actions will move a prospect from 

attention to interest to desire to action, and represent steps that penetrate the 

consciousness of the prospect regarding the Autry or a giving opportunity. 

a) Although subject to the goal setting process, it is expected that each 

development professional will manage an appropriate number of prospects. The 

Prospect Portfolio should consist of a balance of prospects in the qualification, 

cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship phases. The number of prospects within 

the qualification stage for each Team Leader will be dependent on the need of the 

program or goals set. As a general guideline, a Team Leader is expected to have 

150 to 200 qualified prospects within the solicitation pipeline (i.e. cultivation, 

solicitation, stewardship). 



What is the RIGHT GIFT?



What is the RIGHT GIFT?



Q & A



Cristian Hamilton, Senior Director of Development, 
Relationship Management, & Data Sciences 

Email: chamilton@theautry.org
Direct Line: 323.495.4398
Mobile: 323.540.7831
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